FOLK SINGING
"Folk Ballards of the Southern Appalachians"
will be presented by the English Department on
Tuesday, October 8, at 4:15 pm in the Physics
Auditorium. The program consists of a lecture with
illustrations sung by Dr. Cratis Williams of Appalachian State Teachers College.
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The Highwaymen

ats HopToni

One of the many popular folk-singing groups, the Highwaymen will be featured in a concert
sponsored by the Clemson YMCA.

YMCA Council Presents

Highwaymen Featured
En Annual "Y" Concert
concert an annual affair.
By JIM BARNES
One of the most popular of The Highwaymen hold the disthe folk singing groups in the tinction of hitting the show
country today, The Highway- business jackpot with their very
men, will appear in the Clemson first recording "Michael," a
College Auditorium on Friday, pre-Civil War Negro spiritual,
November 1. Tickets will be sold over a million copies, to
on sale Monday, October 7, for make the group a favorite with
two dollars each, and will also folk-music fans in the United
be on sale at the door on the States and throughout the world.
evening of the concert. The A succession of other hits folHighwaymen are being spon-jiOWed, in eluding "Cotton
sored by the Senior Council of Fields
"Well, Well," and
the YMCA and the Clemson "Praetoria," and albums "The
Highwaymen," "Standing Room
College YMCA.
"From advanced information Only," "Encore," and "March
which we have about this con- On Brothers." Followed by succert group, students of Clem- cess on records, the group beson and the Clemson Community gan making personal appearwill certainly not want to miss ances at leading colleges and
this concert," says Mr. J. R. universities in the country, and
Cooper, General Secretary of on the Ed Sullivan and "Tonight" television shows. They
the Clemson YMCA.
have also made appearances at
Permission Granted
the Blue Angel in New York,
Last year while addressing a the Casino Royal in Washington,
YMCA Council meeting, Dean D. C, the Hungry in San FranCox, dean of students at Clem- cisco and the Living Room in
son, was asked by Bill Law, Chicago.
then a Junior Council member
Beginning
of the YMCA, if a group of
The
Highwaymen
began their
Clemson students could bring a
concert group to Clemson. Dean career when they were honor
Cox said he would be happy for students at Wesleyan Univera student group to undertake sity, where they were members of the same fraternity. At
the task.
The Junior Council first set functions, members were inout to find what Mr. Cooper vited to offer impromtu entercalled, "the best group" they tainment, and they volunteered
could get. They settled on The a program containing the latest
Brothers Four. Next the pro- rock 'n roll chants with some
posal had to be taken to the serious folk songs. Later they
Advisory Board of the YMCA one of the fraternity's social
sang at hootenannies at eastern
for approval.
After an enthusiastic greet- colleges.
ing by the Advisory Board, the On one of their visits to New
Junior Council set up commit- York, they were brought to the
tees to handle tickets, publicity, attention of Ken Greengrass,
and arrangements which even- manager of Steve Lawrence
tually envolved about twenty and Eydie Gorme, who offered
men. Following the great suc- to help them get started in
cess of last year's concert, the show business. Shortly thereYMCA decided to make the after, he had them record for

ROTC Mans Fair Booth
To Create More Interest
By RAY DESJARDINS
In a beginning effort to familiarize the public with the ROTC
program at Clemson, the Military
Department announces the establishment of an information booth
at the Anderson County Fair.
The booth, located in the rear of
the Agricultural Exhibits building,
will run Monday through Saturday of this week. The purpose of
the project is primarily to promote good will with the general
public and informing potential
*ROTC students of the advantages of the program.
Cadet officers will manage the
set-up, answer questions about
Army ROTC, and conduct demonstrations involving radio equipment, weapons, and films. There
will be color movies telling the
ROTC story, shown continuously
by cadets and personnel from the
Clemson Reserve Center. Members of the Pershing Rifles will
demonstrate precision rifle movements during the week. It is felt
that the use of ROTC cadets in
the operation of the booth will increase interest in the project, and
create a more personal atmosphere aimed at aspiring young
high-schoolers. These senior cadets are responsible for the com, plete running of the booth, although much credit must be given to elements of the Clemson Reserve Center for their part in the
project.
"This is one of the many projects initiating new concept in
college ROTC," commented Lt.
Col. F. M. McConnell of the
Clemson Military Dept, "that of
.promoting interest in the program by reaching out to potential college students, and giving

them a before-hand knowledge
of the opportunities the Army
offers. We hope that a precedent has been established by
this — one which will prove
worthwhile toward giving the
public a better understanding
of the numerous advantages of
the ROTC program here at
Clemson."
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United Artists Records. Their
first release was "Michael".
The Highwaymen are generally considered to offer an approach to folk-music that is international in scope, technically
polished and stirring in its originality. Rather than confine
themselves to the usual three
guitars, banjo and bass of famil(Continued on Page 6)

NEWEST LINE-UP

Tonight brings the first
dance weekend of the 19631964 school year. This year's
Rat Hop has three top name
groups each night. Tonight's
informal dance features Clyde
McPhatter, the Orlons, and
the Dell-Hearts. The dance
tonight will begin at 9:00 and
will end at 1:00 a.m.
Tomorrow night's entertainment will be highlighted by
Hank Ballard and the Midnighters, the Fiestas, and the
Pat Patterson Orchestra. This
dance, which will begin at
8:00 p.m. and will end at 12:00,
is also informal, and should
climax a big weekend after
the game with N. C. State Saturday afternoon.
Rat Queen
Tonight is also the night for
the election of the Rat Queen.
The CDA President, H. Malloy
Evans, urges every Rat to enter his date, and reminds that
there are numerous gifts
awarded to the Queen and her
sponsor by the merchants in
and around Clemson.
The program calls for the
judging of the Rat Queen to be
held at the intermission. All
freshmen should try to get
their dates ready at the intermission so that no time will be
wasted. A panel of judges will
select the 1963-1964 Rat Queen.
30th Anniversary
Rat Hop 1963-1964 marks
the 30th anniversary of the
Central Dance Association. The
CDA is an independent organization under the direct supervision of the Office of Student

Affairs. During the year itj Meredith College will be the] Malloy Evans hopes that tainment for all the students.
sponsors five dance weekends sponsor for Lee Bearsch, who is everyone will enjoy this first The attendance at this dance
for a total of ten dances. These | in charge of decoration. And dance weekend of the year, and and the rest of the fall will
weekends include the Rat Hop,[for Frankie Robertson, alter- he also wants every student help to determine the caliber
Homecoming, Mid - Winters, nus, will be Miss Jane Duncan to know that the CDA is try- of the dances to be given this
Spring Hop, and the Junior-! of Columbia College.
j ing to provide the best enter coming spring.
Senior.
Clyde McPhatter, who has
proven to be an exception to
the rule in the rock and roll
field, will vie with the Orlons
and the Dell Hearts Combo
tonight. McPhatter will bring
back some old favorites such
as "Money Honey" and "SixtyMinute Man," plus his more
recent hits, "Ta Ta" and
"Lover Please." The Orlons, a
group which has risen to national popularity in the past
year, will be on hand with
their hits "I'll Be True," "The
Wah-Watusi,"
"Don't Hang
Up," and many more.
The Saturday Night dance
will headline the professional
talents of Hank Ballard and
the Midnighters, along with
the versatile Fiestas. The Midnighters led the way to rock
and roll with their famous recording of "Sexy Ways" in the
early 1950's. Since that time
the popularity charts have
shown their subsequent releases to be major hits. Some
of these more recent hits include "Coffee Grind," "Finger
Poppin' Time," "The Twist,"
and "Let's Go." The Fiestas, Sponsors for the Central Dance Association of Clemson are: (L-R, top) Miss Julia Butler for
a male foursome, are best re- Lee Bearsch, decoration chairman; Miss Jane Duncan for Frankie Robertson, alternus; Miss
Bettie Bankhead for Jimmy Ward, publicity chairman; Miss Nancy Taylor for Gary Hall,
membered by their ever-popu- floor
chairman; (Bottom row) Miss Mary Grant for Malloy Evans, president; Miss Phyllis
lar hit, "So Fine."
Jeffcoat for Allen Wood, vice-president; Mrs. Hibby Theus for Wyatt Theus, secretary-treasSponsors
urer; Mrs. Walter Cox, Jr., for Walter Cox, Jr., placing chairman.
The sponsors for the Senior
Staff of the CDA will be at
the dances. For H. Malloy FOREIGN FUN FILMS
Evans, president, will be Miss
Mary Grant of the University
of South Carolina. Miss Phyllis
Jeffcoat of Winthrop College
is the sponsor for Allen Wood,
vice - president. For Wyatt Initiating a series of, .: foreign neering Auditorium.
and may be viewed as such.
Theus, sec.-treas., will be his language films, the English and The complete set of films may The last film for the series this
wife, Mrs. Hibby Theus of Modern Language Departments be seen for a nominal fee of one semester, SUMMERSKIN, is a
Clemson. Mrs. Vickie Cox of presented the first in their series dollar for students and three dol- movie portraying social contrast
sults will be read at the drill Clemson, will be sponsoring on Thursday, Oct. 3. This semes- lars for members of the staff as the basis for motivation. This is
a Spanish film directed by LeoOctober 10; results for all other Walter Cox. Walter is in ter they plan to show a total of and faculty.
seven of these films, each com- IT HAPPENED IN THE PARK, pold Torre Nilsson, one of Eurstudents will be read at the Stu- charge of placing.
Miss Bettie Bankhead, of plete with English subtitles.'
dent Hospital. According to Dr.
the first in the series, appearing ope's most widely acclaimed diHair, "there is no use in taking Winthrop College, will be the Each of the seven movies will on October 3, is a French-Italian rectors.
it (TB test) unless it is read" on sponsor for Jimmy Ward, pub- be shown twice in the evening, at co-production. The acting talent in
Thursday or Friday. The Student icity. For Gary Hall, in 7 p.m. and 9 p.m., and all ap- this film is French, while the setSenate passed a bill requiring charge of the floor, will be pearing on Thursday nights. tings are Italian. The theme of
every student to take the Tine Miss Nancy Taylor of Lander These full length feature films this movie is love, viewed in five
College. Miss Julia Butler of will be shown in the Civil Engi- different aspects by several outtest.
standing writers. Love is viewed
DO you have something
in such a way as to be at times
CONTEMPORARY VIEWS
touchingly sentimental and at oth- you wish to sell or buy? The
TIGER is instituting a special
er times outrageously funny.
classified ad section for stuOn October 17, a Spanish film dents who want to advertise
entitled MACARIO will be shown. an article they have to sell or
This is a study into the life of a wish to buy. This section is
poor Mexican peasant who vows intended as a service to the
never to eat again until he has college, and therefore, only
a whole turkey to himself. The the students, faculty, and staff
story is reputed to be a marve- of Clemson College will be
lous combination of fantasy, real- eligible to take advantage of
An interesting and varied col- type I have seen in a number of sign, the future for the craftsmen ity, horror, and sly humor.
the speeial low rates offered
A Russian film, THE LETTER to them. All students who
lection of about 200 craft objects years." It also "gives architec- in America will be assured."
THAT
WAS
NEVER
SENT,
will
will be on display at the Clem- ture students some contemporary
wish to place an ad should
son College Rudolph Lee Gallery views" into modern sculptures, The textiles, the jurors decided, be shown October 31. This is a mail a copy of the ad along
in the School of Architecture this furniture, ceramics, and metal are, "in the overwhelming major- drama about four young geolo- with the proper payment to
month until October 22.
work.
ity, treated as compositions com- gists and their attempt to find THE TIGER, Box 2097, ClemCeramics, textiles, jewelry, plete inside their physical dimen- diamonds in a barren section of son College Station or bring
Sponsored here by the Clemson
Siberia.
it up to the TIGER office on
Architectural Foundation, the ex- metalwork, woodwork, enamels, sions," with skillful use of line,
glass and bronze objects were se- rhythm and brilliant color. The One of the great classics, CAR- the top level of the Student
hibition,
"Young
Americans,
MEN,
will
be
presented
Novem1962," is set for a countrywide lected from the ninth competitive ceramics display variety and a ber 5. This movie is not an opera; Center. Ads must be subexhibition of work by artist-crafts- wide range of forms with a free
mitted before the Monday
tour organized by the Museum of
it is a drama of the highest qualContemporary Crafts and the Am- men under thirty years of age, approach to material, and "a ity with great music as a back- prior to the issue in which
sponsored by the
American number of pieces show vitality,
they will appear.
erican Federation of Arts.
Craftsmen's Council.
inventiveness and convincing ground.
The public is invited to view the "If one had doubts about the fu- treatments of clay, color and The first German film in the
exhibit free of charge weekdays ture of the artist-craftsman in Am- glazes.. ." Jewelry and hollo- series, BUDDENBROOKS, will
from 9 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. The erica," said David R. Campbell, ware "show impressive knowl- be presented in two parts. Degallery will be open until 5 p.m. director of the Museum of Con- edge of the craft, as creative de- cember 5 and December 12. This
October 5 and 12 to accommodate temporary Crafts, "they would sign ideas. . .and some well-known story is taken from Thomas
visitors to the football games on surely be dispelled by the splen- teachers' special techniques have Mann's first novel and is considBand Day and IPTAY Day.
did response both in quality and been put to excellent and im- ered a film masterpiece. The
Robert H. Hunter, associate quantity of the submissions re- aginative use by the younger gen- story traces four generations of
professor of architecture noted ceived for the Young Americans eration." The jurors also felt a wealthy merchant family with
that it should have "appeal to al- competition which strives to en- that, "enamel, glass and wood- all the events that color normal Final selections for the 1963most everyone, because it is a courage quality and craftsman- work seem to have considerably family life. Although in two 1964 school year cheerleading
crafts display rather than an art ship, and believes that by educat- less appeal to the young crafts- parts, each part of BUDDEN- team have been made. Two
show. It is the best show of this ing the public to look for good de- men than other media."
BROOKS is a complete movie Arts and Sciences majors, Susan Moor from Columbia and
Joy Culver from Clemson were
chosen. Also new in the line ia
Marty Driggers, an Economics
major from Hartsville. The
new Country Gentleman is Ken
Bolt, a Building Construction
Dean Coakley then said, "This tions, but only thirteen of these nomination of candidates for the Terry Handegan, Richard E. major from Greenwood. The
is your first serious business will be used this year. There presidency of the freshman Miley, and Stanley E. Von Hofe. Tiger costume will be filled by
meeting of the freshman class. are four nominees for each of- class commenced. Seven peo- All have been active partici- Jim Gibson, a History major
The people you choose will prob- fice of president, vice-president, ple were nominated from whom pants in their high school stu- from Sumter. Mishelle Barnett,
ably hold some position in stu- secretary, and treasurer. Each four were finally chosen. They dent governments, and all have an English major from Wal(Continued on Page 6)
dent government for the re- nominee has a number, which are as follows: John Dozier, E.
halla, was chosen as an altermainder of their stay at Clem- the voter will place in the box
nate on the line.
Stanley Von Hofe
son; think carefully on the type designated for that candidate's
Richard Miley
The new head cheerleader is
of individual you wish to repre- section. President is section
Tommy Page, an Industrial
sent you; choose those that will one; vice-president, section two;
Management major from Sumbe able candidates." Dean Coak- secretary, section three; treater. He said, "I feel that this
ley went on to express what he surer, section four; and senayear's cheerleaders will prove
felt student government could do tors, sections five through thirto be one of the best and most
for Clemson, and he cited how teen. The expected advantages
spirited groups in the history of
much the administration leans of this system are faster countClemson College."
on the student government ing of the votes, more accurate
Boys were selected to fill varecommendations.
counting of the votes, and less
cancies last Spring, whereas
Introduction of the Education time spent by the voters in castgirls were selected at the beBoard officers was then made ing their ballots.
ginning of the fall semester in
by John Lee, Chairman of the Anyone wishing more informaorder to give freshman girls
Election Board. John read the tion on anything pertaining to
an opportunity to join the team.
constitutional procedures for this or any other election may
Tryouts involve three days of
nomination, explaining the new ask any member of the Election
practice and interviews. Due
voting procedure using IBM Board. The members are as
to greater competition, girls are
cards.
follows: John Lee, Chairman,
interviewed more carefully than
New Voting System
E-412; Ken Stovall, E-512; Fred
boys. Two days are allowed to
The voting will be done on Osteen, 10-111; Glenn Boukchoose the new members of the
IBM cards; each student will night, F-335; Wendy Beers, 3C1;
team. They are chosen by the
receive a card with his or her Ron Barrett, D-322; Robert Goff,
existing members of the team.
ID number on it. The card will C-520; and Kenneth Rowe, B-805.
Remaining from last year ara
be divided into twenty-four sec- Following the formalities, the
(Continued on Page 3)

Merits Student Action
mmunization Program
Clemson's student immunization
program will be conducted in the
Student Lounge above the Loggia
on October 7 and 8 by the Student Health Service.
Day students will receive the
polio and flu vaccines and the
Tine, TB screening test from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. both days. This
time is reserved exclusively for
off-campus students.
Resident
and married students will be
able to receive their immunizations between land 8 p.m. each
day.
"There is a potential of $6000
to $7000 invested in the program
or about $?.25 per student in direct vaccine cost per student,"
stated Dr. Hair of the Health
Service, "the students just have
to come by and pick it up."
John Mebane, working as public relations director for the Leberle Laboratories (which Is supplying the drugs), stated that
since this is "the first time in
history that any institution has
done this," a color film and a
"how-to-do-it" booklet will be produced "to show how other colleges and universities can do
this too. If it is successful, it
will reflect a tremendous
amount of credit on Clemson all
over the country." He also
stated that "the student leaders
and organizations have been
outstanding in helping."
Students will enter the Lounge
from the B Dormitory, fill out an
IBM card, receive the needle-less
flue shot, a cup of water with the
polio vaccine and the Tine test.
Then will leave via A dormitory in less than 60 seconds.
For ROTC students, both Army
and Air Force, the Tine test re-

CDA Sponsors

English Dept. Lists Film Series
Newspaper Offers
Classified Section

Exhibition Shows
Future For Crafts

Frosh Nominees Announced
By NED BULLWINKEL
Bill Sykes opened the first
freshman political meeting last
Tuesday night by stating, "I
appreciate the interest in student government that you have

shown by your attendance at
this meeting. By the fact that
you are here, I know that you
are willing to take an active
part in your student government."

John Dozier

Terry Handegan

Page Promises
Most Spirited
Cheerleaders

Tiger

The
"He Roars For

I Thought This Was A RAT Hop

By JOHN COYLE
Associate Editor

*tf^-^ Clemson College //

We hear a great deal about rights these days. It
seems that everyone has their own pet kick going; it
almost has become a national fad. In actuality, the
desire for, push for, and acquisition of
rights, or less noble goals pursued in
the name of rights, has become big
business. Millions of dollars each
year are spent by multifarious groups
for advertising space in papers, air
mk <^j^fc^ time on television and radio, and the
mk jW |
"honorable" practice of lobbying in
^» » ^B Washington and our state capitals,
all ostensibly spent in the crusade for rights.
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Priceless Protection
Andrew Carnegie, who was one of
whom he loved.

will not take part.

Why? Inertia.

This son died from a

the richest ment of his time, had a son
blister that he developed playing tennis. Without a doubt Carnegie would
have given half his fortune to save his
son's life but since penicillin had not
been discovered there was nothing to be
done.
Countless people have been crippled
by polio, again because the protection
was not available. These diseases and
many more have been conquered by the
steady forward march of medical science,
and now there is little excuse for the
occurrence of them.
Next week the Student Health Service is offering invaluable protection at
no cost to the student. Anyone who
missed a final because of the flu should
realize how valuable this can be. Yet
there will be some who will not take
care of themselves by getting this protection.
The natural question is, why? The
unfortunate answer is student inertia
and indifference. Every student leadership group on campus has thrown their
wholehearted support behind this project and the student senate has gone so
far as to make part of this program
compulsory. Enough praise for these
groups can not be offered, and yet some

Dr. Hair and his staff likewise deserve a lot of credit for the fine job
that they have done in setting up this
program.

The student Health Service

While groups and individuals have become ever
more concerned with the rights owed them by their
fellows and the nation, the awareness of these same
groups and individuals for the corresponding responsibilities that go hand in hand with rights has been
disappearing. That each right had a complementary
responsibility was an accepted truism in the past, but
one rarely hears the word responsibility anymore unless it is someone else's.

has spent more than $1.25 per student
on the medicine alone, not to mention
the contribution of their time after
hours. Yet many will not take part.
Why? Inertia.
Presently there are several plans for
enforcing participation under consideration. It is appalling that it might be
considered necessary for a program that
is entirely beneficial to be compulsory.
But, they may be right. Why? Inertia.
What can be done to overcome this
pervading inertia? According to Dave
Hynes "Students wouldn't come by the
loggia to pick up dollar bills if it wasn't
required." Well, leaders of tomorrow,
let's prove him wrong. There is $1.25
waiting in the lounge for you. In fact,
there is half of Andrew Carnegie's fortune waiting for you in the form of
protection.
There is no reason why we should
not have 100% participation in this program. You might not be able to get
more than one person to take part, but
make sure that that one gets his protection.

which they often find too perplexing
and different from their accustomed way
of life.

In short, it helps them grow up.

To let it stagnate to a "point of anemic
passivity because of a few headaches
and raspy throats is inexcusable. Noise
and exuberance mean spirit and pride,
and these are what make Clemson great.
After all, a Clemson man is a little special, isn't he? So let's all join in one
unanimous C-L-E-M in cadence, count,
in favor of retaining and even tightening our rat system.
Desjardins

Letters To Tom?
Last week THE TIGER editorial page
included three topics that were unpopular with various segments of the student body. One was in support of the
Supreme Court decision on school prayers, another was on the "Rat System"
and the third concerned the raising of
the dining hall ceiling.
It was expected by the staff that we
would be buried in an avalanche of letters to Tom. The avalanche turned out
to be a flurry. It would delight us no
end if we felt that the lack of letters reflected acceptance. However, from the
verbal comments we know that it does
not.

Students Beware; Rock
Hell Will Give You Hell
The southern hamlet of Rock
Hell, South Carolina, in many
ways not unlike
any other southern town, was
recently the
scene of a heinour crime.
Luckily,
the
expedient police
[force was able
[to
apprehend
Ithe
criminals
and swiftly move them to a cell
block and charge them' for
violating the mores of that
wonderful city.
The two criminals, dangerous young men to any society,
were members of the Clemson
College student body. They
were doing something which
very few of their fellow students have ever done. Horrible as it is, it must be told.
They were loitering on the
Winthrop College campus.

Two Clemson students went
by a dormitory and contacted
their dates for that night as
It is apparent that the lack of people
to time, place, and other
who are willing to express their opin- trivials. They walked from
ions for print is another form of student the dormitory and were standinertia. Signed letters from students ing on the campus. Suddenly
the Rock Hell police force
will be printed regardless of the ideas
swooped upon them, gathered
they contain. If for some other reason them up, and hauled them off
they cannot be printed the writer will to jail. The formal charge
was loitering on the campus,
be told why.
a crime for which they were
not
allowed to pay the fine.
If for some reason you may not know
Like
common law violators
how to get your letter to THE TIGER
they
were
thrown into the
here is the address: Letters to Tom,
clink with the prostitutes and
Box 2097.
drunks and petty thieves of
If you can't afford a nickel you may that fair city. Only after they
give your letter to any staff member.
called mommy, were they re-

RANTING AND RAVING

Learning And Living- Part Of An Education
By BYRON HARDER
Tiger Columnist
Education is important and
one's financial status these
days is largely determined by
his education. This is hardly
an astounding statement and
is the reason most people attend college.
Education is
very important and should be
emphasized, but there are
other important sides to college life that shouldn't be neglected.
College affords one an opportunity to meet people of all
a
^dB^^
§es and kinds
Mk
Mb with whom he
WP?~ ■ will have to
deal in later
life. Sometime
during a per1 son's life he will
have to learn to
get along with
honest
people
and cheats,

W^T

with people that are both older and smarter, with timid
and domineering people, with
people he will serve and those
that will serve him, and people
that know more than he does.
College affords one a good opportunity to meet these and
many more different types of
people from all walks of life.
Some people go through
college without ever having
been in an all night bull session on religion, sex, politics,
integration, or whatever. Some
have never been to a football
game or any other sports
event, to a dance on a dance
weekend, to a lecture or concert, or to a late show "reelin." Some have never thumbed from here to Columbia and
gotten seven different rides
ranging from two nuns to a
drunk painter and been unable
to find your girl in time for
a date when you got there.

Some have never been out on
a beer drinking spree that
takes one to all beer joints
within a twenty mile radius
and ends with an empty wallet
and a splitting headache. A
person who has never done
any of these things or anything along the same line is
stinting himself on one of the
most important and desirable
lessons to be learned in college, or life, for that matter:
how to get along with people
under different conditions and
in different company.
All this is not to say that
time really needed for study
should be sacrificed for a little "hell-raising" on the excuse that "one's total self
needs development" or some
other readily available excuse.
Study is extremely important,
but not so important that all
of the fun and excitement and
experiences that should be a

-isWofy«A«4

IDEAS AND OPINIONS

Editorial Columnist

In indignant reply to the editor's
comments on the rat system last week,
let me say this. Hazing is an integral
part of a rat's induction into our proud,
tradition-bound school. To abolish it
because of a number of seemingly
progress-minded individuals or sensitive-eared coeds is tragically absurd.
The rat system builds character, speeds
maturity, and offers unity to the bewildered multitudes who enter each
fall. It gives them common goals to
work toward, and common enemies to
combat. It provides quick familiarization and orientation with college life,

v
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By BILL MEGGS

An Indignant Reply

Rights And Responsibilities

part of a college student's life
are lost in the scramble for
the almighty "GPR". All students have time that is spent
sacked out, reading Nightstand
books, listening to the radio,
or just day-dreaming that
could be used to better advantage by just going out and
doing something which involves meeting people.
Colleges are supposed to be
places of education, but they
are also supposed to be places
of learning—learning to think
for oneself, to respect the opinions, feelings and situations of
others, to deal with the difficult and unexpected, and especially to realize how little
one knows. Like my old greatgrandpappy used to say, "a
lot of livin' means a lot of
learnin'."

leased. They returned to the
campus and picked up their
dates, but for some arbitrary
reason they were not arrested
this time.
Tradition says that every
student who attends Clemson,
every male student, that is,
must at some time in his
career fall madly in love with
a student of Winthrop College
and find his love unrequited.
It follows that every student
has at some time or another
been loitering helplessly outside of the dormitories at
Winthrop. So why doesn't the
police department at Rock
Hell not come over and arrest the entire student body
at Clemson. Possibly it is because they are scared.
Anyone familiar with the
frolics of Clemson students
when they escape the quiet
hell of academic life for a
week-end in the world will
begin to wonder if maybe the
arrests were on solid grounds.
It must be admitted that the

guilty students had twice gone
to the Shack, an exclusive
party area of Winthrop College which at the time was
off-limits to all except Winthrop rats. The first time they
went to learn that it was offlimits, and the second time
they went to ask a Rock Hell
cop who was guarding the
freshman beauties if it would
be possible for them to page
their dates for that night. It
must also be admitted that
they lost control of their car
and spun into a corn field.
The suspicion of drinking can
neither be denied or affirmed.

Needless to say, civil rights, and particularly
those of the Negro, have recently received the lion's
share of national attention and newspaper and television coverage. In the Negro's fight for the rights
he should already have as an American citizen, he
currently is widely employing civil disobedience to
expedite the granting of these rights. But often this
civil disobedience has been of such a form that it has
tended to alienate members of the white community
who otherwise would have been in either active or
passive alliance with the Negroes' cause.
These people wonder when the Negro will begin
to recognize more civiltfesponsibility on his part. All
too often, the Negro seems to answer: "When we get
our rights." But it would seem the time to become
responsible citizens is now; now is the time to throw
away the crutch of enforced environment, an environment which has admittedly been a factor in the Negro's
present low position in the community. Now, for example, is the time for the Negro to assume the responsibility of working more diligently on their school
drop-out and juvenile delinquency problems.
But not only civil rights and civil responsibilities
have become disassociated. What about states' rights?
Considerable conservative energy is devoted to safeguarding states' rights and preventing federal intervention into state affairs. But how often have these
states failed to fulfill their responsibilities to ALL of
their citizens, possibly by failure to protect their rights
to economic opportunity or failure to provide them
with an adequate education.
Would Alabama, for example, be faced with the
daily possibility of federal intervention if she had
properly fulfilled her obligations to the third of her
population which is Negro?

And what of the rights of business. Business conIf the students were arrest- stantly complains that her rights are being increased for drinking or reckless
driving, the charges brought ingly encroached upon by the federal government.
might have been justified. But Would big business have to worry about her rights if
they were arrested for going she had recognized and fulfilled her responsibilities
to the Winthrop main campus
to see their dates. We appeal to her customers?
to the Rock Hell city council.
The Associated Press last Spring reported "that
Please make it legal for Clemson students to date at Win- 38 leading commercial electric utility companies overthrop College, for we do not charged customers by more than a billion dollars in
mean to sin against your fair the five year period, 1956 to 1960." This is an average
city when we go over there.
overcharge per year of five million dollars per company. The Associated Press release continued: "Included in the list were South Carolina Electric and
Gas Company which reportedly overcharged its cusModel T, and the big girls who tomers $25,729,000. Also named were Carolina Power
don't cry are pregnant now
and Light Company for overcharging by $26,431,000
... In the number one folk
. . . and Duke Power Company for overcharging by
singing group Peter, Paul, and
Mounds its easy to pick out $26,456,000." Even the lily white knight of Trotters
Mounds, she is distinguished Shoals was indicted.

No One Ask Me But
By HOWARD FISHBEIN
Tiger Columnist

Why are the "Employee
Parking" only signs so small
and always hidden by parked
cars? . . . Would any one like by two coconuts ... I wonder
to be the next mayor of Birm- if the C. D. A. has their
ingham? . . . Does the can- fingers crossed hoping everyteen really serve coffee, or one will show up at the Rat
is it only a waste product? . . . Hop on time, I mean the perDid any one know that Chris- formers, not the students . . .
tine Keeler was dead? She got Did the pint-sized crime stophit by the House of Commons per give the helicopter that
... I hope the town cop does landed in front of the new
not hurt his back while he is men's dorms a parking ticket
bending down marking tires for parking in an unauthorwith yellow chalk . . . Wouldn't ized area? . . . Are the tunthe new Fort Hill Bank in nels in front of the Calhoun
Clemson make a nice Town Mansion pre-ground hog day,
Hall instead of the old gas or is it just another way to
station which now houses it? sneak into the Textile Build... I wonder why the Clem- ing . . . Does F. L. G. mean
son faculty has such a large fighting like Gumula? ... All
turnover every year? . . . How rat coeds caught without their
come everyone's I. D. picture rat hats on will have to go to
looks like a prison photo? . . . Gamecocky U . . In cigarettes
Someone forgot to bring the its the tobacco, in whiskey its
toilet paper to the pep rally age, and in sports cars its imlast Thursday . . . It's not possible . . . Don't get caught
really the end of the world wearing a football jersey, Big
for Miss Hunter's father-in- Daddy is looking for tackling
law ... Its nice to read dummies . . . The photogthat Strom Thurmond is con- rapher who took the Gentlesistently making an ass out of man's Choice deserves to have
himself in the Senate ... At- a self portrait taken by himtention all fraternity men, self . . . Our rat system is
Walters & Hillman is having a something that should be prebig sale on now . . . The rea- served at Clemson, dining
son there are no more ciga- room cheers and all; Tommy
rette ads in The Tiger is be- Page has been doing an excause all the space will be cellent job of putting a lot of
taken up by booze ads whose spirit into the rats, some of it
slogan will be "Have another should rub off on the upper
shot, sot" . . . Will the rat classmen ... I wouldn't say I
coed who dropped a pair of got wet at the Tech game Satblack panties please claim urday, but someone pushed
them, four rats have tried my nose and had a cup at
them on already and they my ear waiting for water. He
don't fit . . . The only damn was embarrassed when I told
good rat is an upper class- him I wasn't a waterr founman ... I wouldn't say the tain . . . Frank Howa d was
records in the canteen are old, on What's My Line the other
but the 409 was beaten by a night, he's a football coach . . .
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SOUL CLAP ITS HANDS

Fall Comes On
Misty Breezes
By JOHN FOWLER
TIGER Feature Editor
Lines by a sometimes sentimentalist:
And what is Clemson in the fall? I think it must
be a mixing bowl. It is a home of people-bodies and
people-tears and people-bowls. It is a little joke put
together by gods living off in the mountains. Yet it
will not be taken lightly.
It is also I think a place to watch Seneca ridge
drown in an orange sea of sunset from a silent TIGER
office.
It is a green coat full of warmness and good things
on a cold dance weekend. It is a solitary horn-voice
sounding across the years and through a still, empty
quadrangle.
It is a hi-fi recordplayer pouring out Eine Kleine
Kachtmusik to an empty dormitory room.
It is occasionally rolling crackling leaves filling
the inverted corner of a building, the warp and woof of
substance matching perfectly. It is leaves yes, book
leaves which contain the never-vanishing fire.
It is the solitude of stone statues.
in 1956, with ultramodern construction techniques, these Clemson dormitories are deClapping feet meet the sidewalks; winding paths Built
signed to last a lifetime.
fill with people doing their business.
The mail comes or doesn't come - - and mostly STUDENT CHAPLAIN
doesn't.
Smoke fills the dusk air and pervades even girls'
mufflers. Nothing keeps the fall out, not even the
warmness of a house.
By FRED BYRD
Doubts that arise from the emo- ships is of crucial importance
in forming the emotional reA six-months' dream of chlorophyll and butterflies
tions are hard to understand, sponse of a person toward his
Student Chaplain
resigns itself to death, and then fades away.
As college students, we may because they dwell, not in the fellowmen, toward life and God.
A child will learn to accept
An infinity of moments is caught up in the limit, feel that the doubts we have are head, but in the heart.
simply intellectual. This is not Whether we realize it or not, others, for example, only if he
and one day frost is on the ground.
true; they are more often emo- our doubts and faiths are par- is first accepted by others; he
And what is Clemson in the fall? I think it must tional. Frequently they are tially conditioned. God is known will come to love people only
be the moment of right now, caught up in always.
mixed doubts based on feelings, throughout all our personal as he is himself loved. And
but expressed intellectually. The relationships, especially during only so will he be able to come
Always.
reasons for doubt are usually our early family relationships. to feel that he is accepted and
Sic transit gloria mundi . . .
hidden, subjective, and personal. The quality of these relation- loved by God.
All this means is that man's
emotions—as well as his brains
-make it possible for him to
believe in God. If he has never
known trustworthy people, it is
By BILL ANDERSON, III_ | son must pull the line in slowly, When about fifteen well placed side the boat should be ready unlikely that he will trust life*■
Tiger Feature Writer
| the other keePs the S1"1 ready shots have been pumped in to cast out at any time should If he has known a father who
has loved him, comforted him,
Aye, brave fishermen, adven- The sharks usually come to the the shark's head and after he the wounded tiger get a little forgiven him, he will most likely
surface
head
first.
This
really
has calmed down, it is time to too pugnacious. As the boat
ture can be found in the rough
believe in a heavenly Father
seas of the Atlantic Ocean. Un- looks dangerous when a fish bring him in to shore. This is draws closer to shore more line who loves, comforts, and forlarger
than
the
boat
can
be
done
by
first
pulling
up
the
derneath the rippling waves and
is pulled in with a big tiger gives.
fluffy white sea foam roams one seen swimming around. The bouy anchor and placing it in at the end. Now you've got Let us, as college students,
gunman
must
shoot
for
the
the boat. Give the shark about severel hundred pounds of dead
of the most ferocious creatures
not think that we must only
of the sea—the deadly tiger shark's brain, which is not too a thirty-foot length of slack, fish on the beach and what are have intellectual doubts; the
large.
After
a
few
shots
are
start
the
motor,
and
tow
him
in.
shark. Sometimes called the
you going to do with it? emotions also help determine
maneater and weighing several fired, the big creature will lash The rope and cement block in- Shart steaks, anyone?"
our faith—and doubts.
hundred pounds, these carniver- in the water and try to swim
away.
When
this
happens
the
ous giants usually grow to 20
line and bouy must be thrown
feet in length.
Catching one of these brutes back into the water to prevent
should suffice as a great chal- the shark from turning the boat
lenge to all adventure seekers over.
and fishermen. Even though It has been said that sharks
there is a certain amount of will not bother anyone in the
danger involved, capturing these water as long as the person
big fish is relatively simple moves slowly and with cauand easy. There is no actual tion. However, with several bul"fishing" involved in shark lets in his head and a hook in
capturing. You just set your his mouth it is highly possible
bouys out in the ocean and let this may not hold true. One
. snap with those ferocious jaws
them do the work.
The apparatus used to hook!could easily mean a funeral at
these big tigers is simple. Ny- Sl
Ion rope around seventy-five to
a hundred feet is needed. At
one end of the rope a large cinderblock is tied which serves
as the anchor. The opposite end
holds a shark hook which usually
can be purchased for ten cents.
Approximately twenty feet from
the hook a bouy is tied. It must
be tied on without cutting the
main rope to prevent the shark
from breaking away at the
• knots. The bouys can be made
of five gallon gasoline cans or
similar floatable objects. Bouys
should be painted yellow so they
will be easy to spot on the
ocean. Two shark lines are
quite sufficient.
Once the shark lines are completed, the hooks are baited
with a large mullet and placed
about a mile and a half from
shore by motorboat. The lines1
should be left in the ocean:
overnight before checking them.
A gun (preferably a .22 pump)
should be taken on the trip to
check the lines because chances
are good that a shark will be
on at least one of them. The
hazardous job comes when the
shark must be killed. One per-

Emotions Mix Faith, Doubt

Anyone For Tiger-Shark That Is

PAYING JOBS
IN EUROPE

Winthrop He Dug Right Hole,
Weekend Buried Wrong Body
Writeup
By CHARLES HILL
Tiger Feature Writer
An important prerequisite for
success at this weekend's Clemson Rat Hop is that the rats
have previous communion with
hoppism. An excellent preparatory event is that the aspiring freshman Casanova participate in a rat hop at one of
the surrounding institutes for
young women, such as Winthrop
College. Many CltJmson rats
gained invaluable social experience by successfully going
through the joys and trials involved in that school's edition
of Rat Hop last Saturday night.
After securing the necessary
invitation, the rat diligently
makes arrangements for the big
event. Transportation is his
first major problem, as he has
three Saturday classes and the
last one terminates at twelve.
At last he secures a ride, and he
spends a hectic morning Saturday trying to conclude all his
campus affairs so that the departure may not be delayed.
In the process of hastening
about, he manages to wrinkle
that special shirt and lose the
crease from those freshlylaundered pants.
His morale is further lowered
during the trip by listening to
how his football team is being
soundly defeated. On top of
everything else is the never-ending rain, which refused to come
Thursday afternoon but is now
in abundance. The rat must recall pertinent facts from his Red
Cross swimming course merely
to walk to his date's dormitory.
But at least he is able to show
off his dashing umbrella.
The rat must first demonstrate his social prowess by
„
chatting
politely with the maidens in the parlor. Next comes
the meal in the college dining
hall. Here the rat proudly dis
plays his shorn head and threadbare rat hat. He becomes so
exulted with pride that he almost leads a rousing C-l-e-m, in
order to impress his date with
his new-found vocal abilities.
Finally the big event itself
arrives. Between slow dances
and doing the dog, the rat becomes acquainted with other
members of his college set.
(Continued on Page 5)

ASIS also announced
that
residual funds permit the first
4000 applicants travel grants
of $165 each. Interested students should write to Dept. O,
ASIS, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg, requesting the
ASIS 24-page prospectus with
job selection and travel grant
and job applications. Send $1
for the prospectus and airmail
postage. The first 8000 inquiries receive a SI credit towards the new book: Earn,
Learn and Travel in Europe.

BLUE FLAME
NO. 3

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1 885"
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

stop wondering .

. . because Kay's Shop can actually

show you the clothes that college girls will be wearing on campus.
It has become

a tradition for college girls to shop

at Kay's Shop ... and

obviously, there must be a reason for it. They know we cater to their needs ...
that we carry the authentic labels that are most cherished on campus . . .
the very labels they take so much pride in wearing.

RESTAURANT

College girls also know that Kay's Shop is headquarters for the treasured

CURB SERVICE AND

Villager sweaters, shirts and dresses ... the Harburt and John Meyer skirts
... the John Romain handbags ... the Gold Cup socks ... all the labels they
love.

DINING ROOM
Steaks, Chops, and Seafood
BY-PASS 123

SENECA, S. C.

(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" and,
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek.")

mm{im UiteiiwcJeitdiWt<T

SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

OPERATED BY MR. AND MRS. RAY TILLOTSON

with

Today let us take up the subject of etymology (or entomology,
as it is sometimes called) which is the study of word origins
(or insects, as they are sometimes called).
Where are word origins (insects) to be found? Well sir, sometimes words are proper names which have passed into the
language. Take, for instance, the words used in electricity:
ampere was named after its discoverer, the Frenchman Andre
Marie Ampere (1775-1836); similarly, ohm was named after
the German G.S. Ohm (1781-1854), watt after the Scot James
Watt (1736-1819), and bulb after the American Fred C. Bulb
(1843-1912).
There is, incidentally, quite a poignant little story about
Mr. Bulb. Until Bulb's invention, all illumination was provided by gas, which was named after its inventor Milton T. Gas

WALGREEN AGENCY

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

On Campus

WORDS: THEIR CAUSE AND CURE

Sammeth Drug Company

Grand Duchy <rf Luxemboug,
Oct. 2, 1963 — The American
Student Information Service is
accepting
applications
for
summer jobs in Europe. Openings include office jobs, lifeguarding, factory work, shipboard work, child care work,
resort and sales work. Wages
range to $4.00 a month.

By ROGER TAYLOR
was not much of a man, but
Special Editions Editor
he could not face the thought of
The rain hurled down with losing her entirely. He loved
torrential force, each drop furiously smashing itself against her so much that having her
the already sodden earth, but part of the time would suffice.
Mr. Soir kept digging. From He would make it so! His wife
his face and hands dripped a had lapses when she stayed
mixture of sweat and rain, but home and played the loving
he was obvious to these minor mate. During these times she
irritations. His thoughts were was usually recovering from a,
centered, instead, on a matter binge or an affair, but he did
of great significance, so great not care. Mr. Soir cherished
that all else had become for- those moments. But as the
gotten trivialities. He felt like years passed, the days of fidelhe had been digging forever, ity grew fewer and fewer, and
but a glance at his watch re- at last his love for the woman
vealed that only thirty minutes had faded into nothing.
had passed. He felt grimy and The grave was Hearing comlong-dormant muscles protest- pletion now. He was surrounded to this sudden labor, but the ed by walls of earth. The rain
hole had to be deep, and soon had finally stopped, and looking
his problem would be solved. up, he saw the moon shining
Dusk had crept in to such an down into the hole. Always
extent that Soir could only metriculous, Mr. Soir was adddimly see the cottage. It had ing the finishing touches to the
no lights burning, but he knew deep, six-foot trench. He
that she was there and would though that it was quite pleasant
stay there until he was ready. down here as he noticed the
For ten long years his wife had solitude of his creation. He
made his life a nightmare, was thinking about his evil wife
but soon she would trouble him as a clump of dirt fell into
no more. He would be free of the hole. He glanced up and
her forever with only un- saw the big barrels of a shotpleasant memories remaining. gun pointing at his face. A
Her latest infidelity had been single cry escaped from his lips
the final blow. Soir could no and then was drowned out by
longer absorb the insults and the exploding roar as she
depravity his wife heaped up- squeezed the triggers, decapitating him. His blood mingled with
on him.
The hole was getting deep the rainwater seeping into the
now, and he could hardly see ground. The peaceful silence
out of it. The water and mud was broken only by the steady
sloushed around his ankles. scrape of his wife's shovel as
Each shovelful of mud seem- she filled his grave.
ed heavier, but he could not
quit. The job must be done!
PAGE
He had loved her deeply once,
(Continued from Page 1)
but now his oft-scarred heart Cynthia Byrd, an Applied Math
would take no further abuse. major from Anderson; Lloyd
She had loved him, too, at the Kapp, a Dairy major from Covery beginning, but she was a lumbia ; Jerry Burton, an Indusrestless creature and tired trial Management major from
quickly of holy matrimony. Calhoun Falls; and Bruce TyDuring the third month after son, a Chemistry major from
the wedding his wife began go- Poughkeepsie, New York. Toming out alone every night, and my Page, the new head cheercoming in drunk if she came leader was also a member of the
home at all. He knew that he team last year.

It's a wonderful feeling to return to campus with the self-assurance inherent
in the knowledge that your wardrobe is "college-bred." Need we say more ...
other than to mention that ample selections are available.

who, strange to tell, had been Bulb's roommate at Cal Tech!
In fact, strange to tell, the third man sharing the room with
Bulb and Gas was also one whose name burns bright in the
annals of illumination—Walter Candle!
The three roommates were inseparable companions in college. After graduation all three did research in the problems
of artificial light, which at this time did not exist. All America
used to go to bed with the chickens, and many fine citizens were,
alas, severely injured falling off the roost.
Well sir, the three comrades—Bulb, Gas, and Candlepromised to be friends forever when they left school, but
success, alas, spoiled all that. First Candle invented the candle, got rich, and forgot his old friends. Then Gas invented gas,
got rich, bankrupted Candle, and forgot his old friends. Then
Bulb invented the bulb, got rich, bankrupted Gas, and forgot
his old friends.
Candle and Gas, bitter and impoverished at the ages respectively of 75 and 71, went to sea as respectively the world's
oldest and second oldest cabin boy. Bulb, rich and grand, also
went to sea, but he went in style—as a first-class passenger on
luxury liners.
Well sir, strange to tell, all three were aboard the ill-fated
Lusitania when she was sunk in the Xorth Atlantic. And
strange to tell, when they were swimming for their lives after
the shipwreck, all three clambered aboard the same dinghy!
Well sir, chastened and made wiser by their brush with peril,
they fell into each other's arms and wept and exchanged forgiveness and became fast friends all over again.
For three years they drifted in the dinghy, shaking hands
and singing the Cal Tech rouser all the while. Then, at long
last, they spied a passing liner and were taken aboard.
They remained fast friends for the rest of their days, which,
I regret to report, were not many, because the liner which picked
them up was the Titanic.
What a pity that Marlboros were not invented during the
lifetimes of Bulb, Gas, and Candle. Had there been Marlboros,
these three friends never would have grown apart because they
would have realized how much, despite their differences, they
still had in common. I mean to say that Marlboros can be lit by
candle, by gas, and by electricity, and no matter how you
light them, you always get a lot to like—a filter, a flavor, a
pack or box that makes anyone—including Bulb, Gas, and Candle—settle back and forswear pettiness and smile the sweet
smile of friendship on all who pass!
® 1963 Mar^huiaraa

*

*

*

Etymology is not the business of the makers of Marlboro
Cigarettes, who sponsor this column. We deal in rich to~
baccos and fine filters. Try a pack soon.
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State Seeks To Extend Streak
No Rest For The Weary

Home Opener May Well
Decide A.C.C. Champions
By RICHIE PARRIS
Tiger Sports Writer

By FRED CLEAVES
Tiger Sports Editor
Wolfpack Attack Balanced
The Atlantic Coast Conference championship could
well be at stake here tomorrow when Earle Edwards's
N. C. State team invades Death Valley. Indeed, the
Wolfpack issued a strong notice that they meant business this season in their very first game. Against conference foe Maryland State racked up 5 touchdowns;
all 5 being scored by a different player. The final
score of 36 to 14 marked the first time a Nugent coached
Maryland team has lost its opening game of the season—and the game was played at College Park.
That brings up another point. The Wolfpack will
not be at such a disadvantage playing Clemson here as
one might expect. The Wolfpack plays 7 away games
this year, so they are used to playing on foreign soil.
Edwards's teams always play 6 or 7 games each season
away from home. This is primarily due to their stadium, which seats around 20,000 at the most. The ACC
requires, in inter-conference battles, that the home team
put up a $15,000 guarantee for the visitors, or either
give the visitors 50 % of the gate after stadium expenses
are taken out, whichever of the two is larger. When a
conference team plays at Raleigh they usually take
their $15,000 and run. The Wolfpack, therefore, earns
less than the visitors most of the time. But if State
plays here before, say 30,000 to 40,000 people, then they
take home between $30,000 and $40,000.
Tech Wins Again
This past weekend the Tigers were "Lothridged"
for the second straight year; this time 27 to 0. In the
last two games against Tech, Lothridge has accounted
for 53 points! The junior quarterback has run for one
score, passed for 6 more T.D.'s, scored 5 points after
touchdowns, and kicked two field goals. The Tigers
played as poor a game last weekend as they ever have.
It seems that every time the Clemson team enters the
confines of Grant Field in Atlanta that it gives the Tigers a tranquil effect and turns them into pussy cats.
Whatever the case, the first two games are gone and
the Tigers are 0 and 2.
While this is very disappointing to most Clemson
fans, there are still some good points to bring out. For
one thing the schedule will not be as tough from here
on out. The Tigers have played the currently national
ranked first and sixth teams, and it is certainly not a
disgrace to be defeated by them. This reporter witnessed both games the Tigers played this year, and
thought that the team looked awfully, awfully good in
the first half against the number 1 Sooners. Clemson
can move the ball, and they will from here on out. It
certainly isn't absurd to hope for the Bengals to win
their last eight games. In fact, only an upset could
break a Clemson sweep from here on out, and even with
an upset Clemson would have a fine 7-3 finishing record. While State is probably as tough a team as Clemson has left on her schedule, the Tigers can be mighty
mean in Death Valley. Go down to the stadium tomorrow and see for yourself.

OH NO! FISHBEIN

Emerging from two successive defeats at the hands of
Oklahoma and Georgia Tech,
the carniverous Tigers of Frank
Howard appear anxious to do
batte with and gain revenge
from the Wolfpack of North
Carolina State. And even though
Clemson might enter Death Valley as underdogs tomorrow, it's
a pretty safe bet the Fighting
Tigs will cool off the hot State
team.
Comparing the Wolfpack's line
with ours would certainly prove
to be a tedious task. They have
thirteen returning lettermen in
the line, with tackle being the
strong point. At this position
Chuck Wachtel and Bert Wilder
are outstanding, both being twoyear lettermen. They are sturdy,
two-hundred and thirty pounders.
The Wolfpack boasts of an AllACC guard in Bill Sullivan, a fiveten, two-hundred and fifteen
pound Senior. Silas Snow very
capably mans the other guard
position.
The remainder of State's line
consists of giant Oscar Overcash
at center and four experienced
ends in Don Montgomery, Bob
Faircloth, Ray Barlow and William Hall. Montgomery has the
prominence of being elected to
the All-ACC first team two consecutive years. He will be feared
by all Tiger followers and will
rr Jg.-- ■", ,"■•:/v -..:- r:\r^f:::. ■ •-'•"■"-f•■>->>»..-•„>.<„„« „ ,-., '' *-■"•**;"
be a menace to Clemson's gass
defense.
In the backfield, which is
well-known as the Mafia, State
EXPLAINS FOOTBALL
has a fine quarterback in Jumpin' Jim Rossi, a line-busting
fullback in Pete Falzarano, and
Tony Koszarsky and Joe Scarpati, two fast backs. Scarpati,
who mans the wingback slot in
State's backfield, is another of
their All-ACC performers.
Thus far, N. C. State is undefeated. They have been successful
in games with Maryland and
Southern
Mississippi, racking up
Dr.
Im
A.
Schmuck
concluded
The good doctor then described hold his booze he ought to drink
respective
scores of 36-14 and
his lecture with a short question 14-0. Jim Rossi sparked both vicsome of the defensive formations beer.
One other term that proved and answer period. Some of the tories for State, displaying his
that would be seen this Saturday,
there was the umbrella defense to be very provocative was the questions that came up made Dr. skill in passing and broken-field
which he further explained was "quarterback s n e a k." Dr. Schmuck feel like a schmuck. running. The Rossi to Montnot used only when it was rain- Schmuck told the coeds that it Some choice questions were: gomery pass combination was
certainly deadly for State's first
ing, the Oklahoma, the Gap-8, was simply a play where the
Why couldn't our uniforms have two foes. We only express hope
and the Eagle. This last defense
is only used by the team who quarterback keeps the ball and a madras belt with a matching Clemson will seek and find the
gets the bird. This was Dr. runs straight ahead. Again one wallet? Was a flat pass made to solution to this accurate passing
Schmuck's final word on the sub- coed said she wouldn't ever go girls who were amply built? Are threat.
ject of offensive and defensive out on a date with a quarter- all quarterbacks sneaky? What is Being that Clemson has had
back if he was that sneaky.
punting woes thus far this seaformations.
The blushing coed mentioned the cute chubby man's name who son, I think it would be fitting
The next topic of the lecture was above also insisted that she always spits something on the to throw in this item of interest:
familiar terms that should be never could resist a sneak play ground? and lastly, Do the Tigers Dave Houtz, the Wolfpack's punlearned by every coed. One of herself.
really eat cock meat?
ter and a fine one in his own
the most interesting discussions
came up when the term "tight
end" came up. One obese coed
claimed that a tight end was a
girdle encased back of the lap,
while another coed vigorously
supported the theory that a tight
end was an unfortunate line man
who could not hold his booze. In
fact she said if the end couldn't

"No, No, Coeds! A Run Through The Middle Isn't
A Tear In Your Nylons Around The Kneecap!"
By HOWIE FISHBEIN
Tiger Sports Writer
So said the eminent Dr. Im A
Schmuck .during his last lecture
at the Coed Dorm in Clemson. He
was introducing the game of football to all the coeds, both old and
new, who would be witnessing
their first ""football tomorrow
when Clemstih meets N. C. State
in Death Valley. The lecture was
one of major importance to all
the coeds, because none of them
wanted their dates to think them
unschooled on the finer points of
watching a football game.
He started off by telling the
coeds a few of the basic formations used in football. There
was the "T" formation, split
"T," single wing, spread formation, "Y formation, split left,
and the shot gun. At this point
one coed blushingly admitted
that she thought the shot gun
offense was one of the sexiest
she ever saw.

right, holds the State record with
an 83-yard punt against Wyoming
in 1961.
Going for the Tigers tomorrow
will probably be this starting lineup: Parker at Quarterback; Ward
and Davis at Halfbacks; Crain
at Fullback; Case and Gogle at
End positions; Allifi and Aaron
at the Tackle slots, and Ted Bunton at Center; and Guard will be
manned by Weaver and Chllders.
The gridiron roll call will be
at 2:00 p.m. tomorrow for the
Clemson-State clash. It's time for
the Tigers to travel the Road to
Victory once again.

Call Is Made
For
Swimmers
Last Monday Coach Carl McHugh started off his eighteenth
year as swimming coach at Clemson by taking a look at the talent
he has to work with this year.
Returning lettermen for the coming season are Captain Tom
Rawcliffe,
Bill Swart, James
McConnell, and Bob Upson. Also
returning for the Varsity are
sophomores Bob Anderson, Martin Davis, Tom McClaine, and
manager Chip Glezen.
The Tiger Sharks hope to have
a succesful season this year, although the loss of key members
through graduation and
other
mishaps will be sorely felt. The
opener this year will be against
Davidson College on Dec. 4th, followed by the first home meet
against the Virginia Cavaliers on
Dec. 7th.
If any students are interested
in joining the swiming team,
they should come by the Y.M.C.A.
pool any week day between 4:30
and 6:30 p.m. for Information.
This also includes any prospective divers.

WINTHROP
(Continued from Page 3)
Occasionally he discovers a rat
from other institutions, such as
the unspeakable facility to the
south, and open hostilities almost occur.
The dance is over all too
soon, and the rat returns his
girl to her dormitory. On the
way he perpetuates that wonderful goodbye. While waiting
in the rain for his ride to come
by, the rat reflects upon his
evening. Was it worth it? You
bet!

Progress in the Bell System..

Intramural Time Is Here

Intramural play began this past Monday with the usual hotly contested games. Shown above rolling out to pass is Gene Bennet of Phi Kappa Delta fraternity. At the far right Is big, bad Frankie Robinson, also of Phi Kappa Delta, scaring off a
Dorchester lineman. Final score was Phi Kappa Delta 7, Dorchester County Country Club 0. (Photo by Lank)

DUNCAN HINES
Recommends The

T0WNE HOUSE
In Anderson

MARTIN RADIO SERVICE
YOUR RCA - VICTOR DEALER
With Reasonable Rates

* Hi-Fi
•je Stereo
* Radio —AM- FM

Famous For Our
CHARCOAL

BROILED

STEAKS

,

AND LIVES AND BREATHES...
Progress takes many shapes in the Bell System. And among
the shapers are young men, not unlike yourself, impatient
to make things happen for their companies and themselves.
There are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed or rewarded than in the fast-growing phone business.

■^ Tape Recorders
■^ Television
WESTERN

UNION

Bell Telephone Companies
V-

t

Fagefi
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Tech Team Tops Tigers
Lothridge Stars Again
By SAMMIE CARROS
Tiger Sports Writer
The 1963 "Fish Bowl" starring Billy "Killer Shark"
Lothridge, was played last
Saturday at Grant Lake, and
Georgia Tech swam away on
the front end of a 27-0 score.
For the Clemson Tigers this
game culminated their journey
from the "Sahara Desert
Sooners" to • the "Webfoot
Yellow Jackets." There was so
much water that many of the
34,000 drenched fans thought
the pigskin was a "slippery
eel" as Lothridge and Parker
constantly had trouble holding
the ball. Clemson fumbled a
total of thirteen times and lost
four of them. While Tech was
fumbling the ball four times
itself and losing three of them,
they turned two of Clemson's
into touchdowns.
The game was played in the
most adverse conditions, and
the rain did make a difference. Tech had beaten Florida
9-0 two weeks previous in the
rain; therefore, they had been
baptized. Cemson had played
in 90 degree heat the previous
week; so this weather was quite
different. Although the Engineers won the toss, they
chose which goal to defend
rather than to receive. After

"Killer Shark" kicked - off
Clemson proceeded to drop the
"slippery eel" on the first few
plays. Tech recovered one fumble, but they handed the ball
right back after Lothridge had
tried to throw the bomb on
the Engineers' first play. The
Tigers sloshed for little yardage in three plays and were
forced to kick. Mauldin waited in punt formation for the
snap, but the ball only slid
about four feet. Tech recovered on the 36 but lost a yard
on the first play. Then Lothridge waded back and threw
a perfect 37 yard strike to end
Gary Williams for six points.
The PAT was converted by
"Mr. Do-It-All," and Tech led
7-0 with 7:30 left in the first
quarter.

As the rain continued to
fall, the Tigers' chances con
tinued sinking. A Clemson first
down at midfield was nullified by a penalty, and Mauldin
once again stepped back to
kick. This time he couldn't
handle the "slippery eel" and
his punt was blocked by Tom
Ballard. Gary Lee of Tech recovered the ball on the Clem
son 26 and the Yellow Jackets
were knocking on the door
again. Lothridge came in and
two plays later found end Ted
Davis in the open for a 22 yard
TD pass as Mack Matthews,
defending for the Tigers,
slipped on the wet ground
The PAT was converted, and
Clemson found themselves
trailing 17-0 with three and a
half minutes of playing time
left in the first half.

Clemson received the ensuing kick-off but failed to
move the ball. On fourth
down Mauldin punted 23 yards
to the Clemson 49. The Yellow Jackets behind Lothridge's
quarterbacking drove to the
Tiger 25 in nine plays. Clemson dug in and held Tech.
Lothridge stepped back and
split the uprights with a 40
yard field goal. The scoreboard
then read Tech 10 and Clemson
0 with 1:50 left to play in the
first period.

The teams left the field at
half time with the score 17-0
in favor «of Tech. Tiger fans
were hoping Clemson would
come roaring back; however,
Clemson continued where they
left off.

Senior Guard Cox

Tech recovered Clemson's
second fumble in the third
quarter and was ready to increase their lead. Bill Curry
recovered Parker's fumble on
the Clemson 12. On the first
play Ray Mendeim bulled for
three yards. Then Lothridge
hit Billy "the Octopus" Martin with a 9 yard TD pass.
Lothridge converted his third
PAT of the day and Tech led
24-0 with 8:35 to go in the
third quarter.

We Pick 'Em
Clemson

over

N.

C.

Sttate

Clemson

Duke over Maryland
N.

Carolina

over

Duke

Wake

Forest

By ERNEST STALLWORTH
Tiger Sports Writer
"Don't count Clemson out
yet!" So says Walter Cox, senior guard from Clemson. Walter
states: "In my opinion we have
played two of the best teams
in the country on successive Saturdays. The conditions were
not ideal for either game, to say
the least. Although we were
defeated, the team has not lost
heart. I firmly believe we will
get on the winning track and
have a good season."
Walter feels that Billy Martin
and Ted Davis from Tech are
the best linemen Clemson has
faced this year. These two big
boys can wreck an offense by
themselves for the whole line
feels their presence. However
he feels the State line, which is
large and mobile, will offer a
severe challenge to the Tigers
tomorrow.
Walter has won two letters
in previous years at guard. He

hopes this year will be his most
productive season, and we join
him in this. Now that he is a
senior he is looking forward to
going into law school when he
graduates. Having played football here at Clemson has helped and will continue to help
him throughout life. He observes, "I have gained confidence in myself through football. I have also had to rely
on teamwork to get the job
done. Both of these assets together with the ability to bounce
back from defeat are the things
which make a successful life."
Walter was married last year
to Miss Vici Grubbs of Anderson and they live in the East
Campus. He enjoys golf and
water sports and is a member
of the DKA fraternity. Other
than these activities he devotes
his time to study. As he says,
"The lesson learned at college is
to put value on the important
things, and books come first."

LONG-SLEEVED SPORTS SHIRTS
NYLON PARKAS
JANTZEN SWEATERS

SLOAN'S MEN'S STORE

VPI over Virginia

VPI

TYPEWRITER SALES AND SERVICE
PHONE 882-2472
SENECA

BILL & AL'S BARBER SHOP
Now Open In Our
New Modern Shop
Across From The 10c Store
HOURS:
8:00 A. M. — 10:00 P. M.

N. C.

N. C.

Virginia

Minn, over Army
Auburn over Kentucky
Citadel over G. Washington

Clemson

Ga.
• V. P. I,

Army

Army

Auburn

Auburn

Citadel

Citadel

Furman over William I Mary

V. P. I.

Ga. Tech over L. S. U.

Auburn
Citadel

Citadel

Citadel
Furman

Wash.

S. California over Mich. St.

S. Cal.

S. Cal.

Purdue over Notre Dame

N. D.

Purdue

West Vir. over Oregon

Oregon

Oregon

Penn St. over Rice

Wash.

Wash.

W. Vir.

Oregon
Rice

Penn. St.

Arkansas over T. C U.

Wash
S. Cal.

S. Cal.

Oregon

W. Vir.

Purdue

N. D.
Oregon

Rice

Rice

Ark.

USCL over Stanford

UCLA

Kansas over Wyoming
Rutgers

Rutgers

Delaware over Gettysburg

UCLA

UCLA

Kan

Kan

Kan.

Rutgers

Rutgers

Rutgers

Rutgers

Del.

Getty

Del.

Del.

Del.

Fred Craft's

Sport Shorts

Tally
W L GB
Cleaves

2»

11

—

Corros

..

..

..

..

••

»

11

—
3

Walker

17 it

Craft

M

14

3

Linn

24 H

s
S

Parris

24

Sanders

24 H

u

5

Fishbein

22

7

18

By FRED CRAFT
Associate Sports Editor
This week's opponent, NC State hasn't beaten the
Tigers in six years. It was way back in 1957 that the
Wolfpack managed to edge the Tigers 13-7 . . . Tom Nugent's Maryland Terrapins have a new formation this
season, the "Shifty i" , .. So far though, the Terps have
been the ones shifted 36-14 and 21-13 . . . Let's all quit
griping about the ultra bad Carolina tickets. The trouble stems from USC's decision to put their students
on the opponents side of the field. Not only that but the
Rooster students have 40 yard line seats and are in the
section next to IPTAY members . . . The Tiger basketbailers this season will play in the Sun Bowl Classic in
El Paso, Texas over the Christmas holidays. Other
teams in the tournament include Baylor, Denver, and
Texas Western-Clemson's first round opponent . . .
Bob Talbert of The State explains some football
lingo: Tight End—a guy who leads the conference in
most beers consumed . . . Red Dog—either an Irish Setter or a Communist spy . . . Split End—schizophrenic
receiver, who runs crazy patterns . . . Wild Card—usually the deuce, but some people also use the One-Eyed
Jack , , . Hand-off—an unfortunate situation where
your fingers get caught under a 260-pound guard's
cleats. Not to be confused with Eye-out, Ear-hang, or
Teeth-in plays which are variants . . .
This Saturday is "Band Day," an always-colorful
and eye-straining affair. Tiger supporters will also be
pleased with the Tiger Band's new majoretteT She's
JoAnn Cheek of Charlotte and has held almost every
majorette title there is and to top it off, she's tough!!...
Three Tiger basketballers were involved in an auto
accident last Friday night. Involved were Donnie
Seitz, Stuart MacHolmes, and Manning Privette. Only
Privette suffered injury—a black eye and several stitches over his eye . . . The roundballers are also getting
in shape by running between three to four miles a day
over the cross country course . . •
Speaking of the cross country course, the Tiger
harriers open their season Saturday here against North
Carolina and then entertain Georgia Tech Wednesday
. . . If you don't have a class at 9:30 Saturday morning
go on down to the practice field by the field house and
watch the 16 starters fight for position in the cross
country meet . . . You can see most of it too, because
they circle the practice field three times, go to the flats
back of Death Valley, and finally come down the road
from cemetery hill to finish at the field ... A total of
4 miles . . . And get in shape rats, track coach Greenfield announces an open meet for freshmen to run three
nights including dashes, hurdles, field events — the
whole works, all to be held in a couple of weeks from
hence . . .

VMM'MUlhlJm

BANQUET

THE PERFECT GIFT

IITHBMAEIBOE©

8BUDr

MARETT FLOWER SHOP
"MARETT'S FLOWERS HAVE MERIT"
110 WEST RIVER ST.
PHONE CA 4-1601
ANDERSON

76 Years of Dependable Service

LUNNEY'S DRUG STORE

CORIST

SHOP

RULES AND PRIZES TO BE AWARDED
WILL BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY

CAROLINA TERRACE

— DOWNTOWN ANDERSON —

Rockefeller Center, New York 20, New York

ON NORTH MAIN

Senect

MOTEL

United States Rubber

BIDDIE

New Arrivals For Fall
Jantzen Sweaters
Crickateer Suits And Sport Coats
Berle Slacks
Wren Shirts
Norris Casual Sport Shirts
London Fog Jackets and Raincoats

-flBBOtt'S

*Both U. S. Keds and the blue label are registered trademarks of

In ANDERSON For Your
CAROLINA FRIED CHICKEN
TO GO
AND 15c HAMBURGERS VISIT

CLEMSON MEN

MENS

Vir,
Minn

Ga. Tech

Wash

The Atlantic Coast Conference Drown have been leading the
champion Harriers from
the pack, followed closely by David
University of North Carolina Moorhead and Dennis Landreth.
The varsity meet will be preopen the Clemson Tiger cross
country season Saturday Octo- ceeded by a frosh meet with the
ber 5 at 9:30 a.m. The meet Hendersonville high school from
will start on the football prac- North Carolina. The frosh meet
tice field, circle the flats below will begin at 9:00 a. m. on the
Death Valley, circle Cemetery football practice field, circle the
Hill, and finish on the prac- flats below Death Valley, and fitice field, a total distance of nish on the practice field, a disfour miles.
tance of a little more than two
The Tar Heels, conference miles.
champions for the past two The frosh have been weakened
years, and favored once again, by the loss of Terry Gibons,
will be favorites over the Tigers. North Carolina state mile chamThe Tigers are running better pion with a knee injury. Terry
than at anytime the past three will remain out of action for the
years and hope to give the Yan- cross country season. James Samkee Carolinians a better race mons from Beaufort, S. C. and Rothan the blankings they have re- bert Tindall from Englewood High
School of Jacksonville. Florida
ceived the past two season.
The Tigers have ten candidates have been leading the way in reworking at the present time with cent runs, followed by Richard
five returning lettermen — E. J. Greene of Greer, S. C. Other
Drown (junior), John Evans (jun- members of the frosh squad
ior), David Moorhead (senior), are John Bryson, Falls Church,
David Tarbox (senior), and Ed- Va.; Jimmy Hill, Walterboro!
win Treese (senior). The remain- Albert Hudson, Sandy Springs,
der of the squad are Douglas Ga.; and Robert Stephens, LauAdams (junior), Graham Gutting rens, S. C; the Tigers have one
(sophomore), Dennis Landreth of the better cross country cour(sophomore),
Terry
Rosfeld ses, spectator wise, in the whole
(sophomore), and Richard Towns area as nearly the complete
(sophomore). In recent practice race can be seen from one vanruns, Richard Towns and E. J. tage point.
Saturday, October 5
Frosh vs Hendersonville H. S. (N.C.) 9:00 A.M. —Clemson
Varsity vs. University of North Carolina 9:30 A. M.—Glemson
Wednesday, October 9
Varsity vs. Georgia Tech, 3:00 P. M.—Clemson
Monday, October 14
Varsity and Frosh
Furman and Citadel (Double Dual) 3:00 P. M.—Greenville
Friday, October 18
Varsity vs. North Carolina State and University
of South Carolina (Double Dual) 12:00 Noon—Raleigh
Saturday, Octpber 26
Varsity vs. Duke, 11:00 A. M.—Clemson
Friday, November 1
Varsity vs. Wake Forest
Frosh vs. Furman, 4:00 P. M.—Clemson
Tuesday, November 5
Varsity and Frosh
South Carolina State Meet, 3:00 P. M.—Greenville
Monday, November 11
Varsity—Atlantic Coast Conference, 11:00 A. M.—Raleigh

Clemson

Vir.

G». Tech

Washington over Iowa

Harvard over

Vir.
Minn

Furman

OFFICE — SCHOOL — CHURCH

OCONEE OFFICE SUPPLY

Duke

s. c.

South Carolina over Georgia

Cross Country Team Here
With U.N.C. Tomorrow

Cox: "Don't Count
Tigers Out Yet"

Maryland

SAVE 70UB
PACKS

Dave M. Garrison
Dial 882-2381

Seneca, S. C.

HARRIS SPORTING GOODS
"THE SPORTSMAN'S CENTER"
CLEMSON HIGHWAY — SENECA

^|

MARLBORO • PARLIAMENT • ALPINE
PHILIP MORRIS *PAXT0N

BRING YOUR

DATE TO THE

HOLLY HILL INN
On The Clemson Cloverleaf

Telephone CA 6-3411

COFFEE SHOP AAA

THE
EL DORADO RESTAURANT
2921

"THE CADILLAC OF RESTAURANTS"
North Main Street
Pruitt's Shopping Center
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

FOR THE FINEST

STEAKS — CHICKEN — SHRIMP
Or Just A Sandwich
OPEN SUNDAY AT 9 FOR BREAKFAST
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Clubs Announce Tiger 1, This Is Tiger 2, Over.
Coming Events

Friday, October 4, 1963

TJtcuI Swamp A Jom

VICE PRESIDENT

TERRY RICHARDSON

FRESHMAN FROM BARNWELL, S. C.
new friends, and in general, barrassing for almost any girl.
Pre-Law Major
finding ourselves in an interest- In short, I believe that if the
ing and challenging new atmos- general behavior of male stuphere. We have found that dents in the dining hall would
Clemson men are truly "gen- improve, the Clemson coeds
tlemen," always eager to help would not be as likely to let
us and be our friends. We are their noses polish the dining
proud to join with them in the hall ceiling.
for
Clemson tradition and school
Sincerely,
FRESHMAN
TREASURER
Frank Biggers
Coeds Lower Boom spirit.
However, there is one thing
On Mr. Megg?
Beta Sigma Chi
that puzzles us. In the last isBeta Sigma Chi, the Charleston
Dear Tom,
sue of the TIGER appears this
Rat System
County Club will hold its third
As college freshmen and new statement: "There is another
Builds
Loyaty
meeting at 6:30 p. m. on Tuesfor
cadets Tindall and Truesdale are shown here instruct- Clemson coeds, we would like complaint that students have Dear Tom,
day, October 8 in Meeting Room ROTC
to
take
this
opportunity
to
exraised
about
the
cafeteria.
Some
VICE PRESIDENT
ing three interested young men in-the operation of an army
8 of the Student Center. All mem- field radio. In the background is the ROTC information press our feelings concerning think that the roof should be I think a better name for your
bers, pledges, and prospective booth, which ran Monday through Saturday at the Anderson our new role here at Clemson raised a few inches so that editorial "Rat. System Needs ReTHE BEST FRESHMAN CLASS
members are invited to attend.
fair. (Photo by Lank)
College. We are living in a the coeds noses will not rub vision" would be "Let's Do
SECTION 2 NUMBER 3
beautiful new dormitory com- against it." Obviously a state- Away With the Rat System."
Block & Bridle Club
I
get
the
idea
from
your
ediparable to a plush hotel, attend- ment such as this was promptFROSH NOMINEES ANNOUNCED
The Clemson College Block &
(Continued from Page 1)
[Donna L. Jones, a math major ing interesting classes, making ed by the action of some of our torial that Clemson would be
Bridle Club will hold its annual
coeds. We do not know who just as good a school if it confall barbecue at the Georgia-. served on their high school pub- from Ware Shoals, S. C; Terry
the "some" refers to, what their sisted of nothing but a library
E. Richardson, Jr., a pre-law
Clemson football game, October lications.
for
HIGHWAYMEN
actions were, or if they were to learn in, and a girls' dorm
major from Barnwell, S. C;
12. The barbecue will be served!
John Dozier
to house the co-eds.
(Continued
from
Page
1)
FRESHMAN
intentional.
Perhaps
some
coCharlie
A.
White,
a
pre-med
near the stadium from 11:00 a. m. • John is an E. E. major from
The rat system has been inSECRETARY
to 1:00 p. m. The menu will con- Florence, S. C. When he was major from Saluda, S. C; and iar followers of the folk music eds give the impression that stilled in almost every student
sist of hickory-smoked barbecue, questioned on the purpose of stu- Bob Wilson, an arts and sciences renaissance, the group aug- they are stuck-up, conceited, or since Clemson began. These
rice, slaw, pickles, rolls, tea, and dent government, he replied, major from Greenville, S. C. ments its wide range of vocal too good to be friendly; but we students have become a link in
"Student government should
interpretations with a variety do not honestly feel that this a never ending and continually
coffee.
VOTE
Secretary
strive to gain more authority so
of instrumental techniques such impression is intentional. Many growing chain of loyalty. Each
SAM
that it can better represent the After the first nomination for as the five-string banjo, the girls are reserved even to the student that leaves the campus
The Society for Advancement of students in college affairs."
the office of secretary, an at- recorder, autoharp, maracas, point of being shy and oftenManagement invites all members
tempt was made to close the ten-string South American char- times a little initiative on the is part of Clemson; it is up to
VICE PRESIDENT OF RAT PACK
E. Terry Handegan
and any prospective members to Terry, a textile management nominations. This attempt fail- ango made from an armadillo part of a Clemson gentleman the present student body to
SECTION 2, NUMBER 4
attend this week's meeting, Tues- major from Walterboro, S. C, ed when the motion to close shell, and a guitarron, a Mex- who will give her the necessary make sure that each student is
a
completely
finished
man
beconfidence to appear more
day night at 7:30 in Sirrine Hall. expressed his views on student was voted down. Jo Ann Cheek ican bass.
friendly toward her fellow stu- fore he leaves the campus.
It will feature James Gallivan, government by stating, "Stu- was applauded after being nomBanjo Player
VOTE
dents. Maybe if the boys who If someone doesn't wish to folinvestment consultant from dent government stands for the inated for this office. She is a
Greenville, who will enter into a sole purpose of serving students history major from Charlotte, Steve Butts, bass, world would like to tear down and re- low the tradition set down by
down-to-earth discussion with stu- of Clemson College in a com- N. C. Jim Haney and James traveler, and the featured ban- model the cafeteria would in- former students, a tradition that
dents on the investment field. Mr. plete representative democ- Douglas Mackintoch, III, are jo player for the group, was stead tear down and remodel teaches among other things hufor
Gallivan participated in career
the two other nominees. Jim is born in New York City. A gov- their own attitudes, the result mility, then he or she has no
racy."
business
in
this
school.
I
think
FRESHMAN
SECRETARY
day last year and was very popfrom Lyman, S. C, and James ernment major at Wesleyan, would be pleasing to everyone
that you should take all your
Richard E. Miley
June Blackwell
ular among the students.
is a pre-medical major from Butts began his musical career
followers to U. S. C; they have
"I feel that the most import- Burlington, N. C.
singing with high school glee
Janice Wilson
a bigger and prettier library
ant responsibility of being a
clubs and church choirs. BeCheryl Truesdale
TECH
and they also have more girls'
class officer is 'To think only
Treasurer
sides being a skilled banjo Ed Note: Bravo!
dorms and therefore more par(Continued from page 5)
of the best,'to work only for Selected for the office of trea- player, Butts also plays the
for
ties—but they are very lacking
Fumblitis struck once more the best, and to expect only surer were William T. Bates, guitar and autoharp.
FRESHMAN
in spirit.
as on the first play after the the best'." With these words Jr., a pre-med student from
Me Thinks
Sincerely,
kick-off, Parker's pitchout to Richard Miley stressed his Greenville, S. C; Richard C. An early proficiency with the
VICE PRESIDENT
guitar
led
Latin
American-born
Twos Dirty Dig
E. J. Drown
fullback Bob Swift was fum- opinion of what the attitude of Bell, an architecture major
Chan
Daniels,
baritone
of
the
Class of 1964
Dear Tom,
bled at the 25 and John Bat- all candidates should be. Rich- from Summerville, S. C; James
group, to also master such
tle recovered. The Engineers ard, an honor student majoring R. Sumpter, an industrial man- highly specialized instruments I am writing in regard to the "ss
paragraph in your editorial
managed six yards in three in physics, comes from Charles- agement major from Atlanta,
VOTE
as the South American charan- column referring to the fact
Bottle Green Shirts
plays and then Lothridge dealt ton, S. C.
Ga.; and James E. Turner, an go.
that if the dining hall ceiling
Stanley E. Von Hofe
Clemson the last blow of his
E. E. major from Marion, S. C.
A major in both psychology was raised a few inches, the
career. He booted a 36 yard Stanley, a C. E. major from
and music, New Haven-born coeds' noses would not rub it.
FRESHMAN CLASS
Senators
field goal, his second of the Simpsonville, S. C, stated, "If
game and third of the year. I am elected President of the For the eighteen senatorial Dave Fisher sings tenor and Maybe the campus coeds would
SECRETARY
Cotton Trousers
The scoring ended here, and Freshman Class, I will repre- nominations there were nineteen arranges for the group. He is be more friendly if the male
Clemson came out on the tail sent the class to the best of my names; those chosen were also an accomplished guitarist students would start acting
more like civilized students than
ability, and I will try to pre- Jimmy T. Booth, Ronald T. and banjo player.
end of a 27-0 tally.
serve the trust and honor which Boyce, Chris S. Clancy, Ryan Bob Burnett, from Mystic, the back-alley mob they someand
pole-vault times appear to be in the dinThis was the worst defeat my fellow students have placed C. Cobb, Mark R. Harley, Connecticut,
for a Howard team since 1953 in me."
Charles W. Jager, Ben M. Jen- champion at Wesleyan, sings ing hall.
CLEMSON'S FINEST GIFT SELECTION
and one of the poorest played
Vice-President
kins, James R. Jennings, Philip tenor and plays the guitar and The first impression anyone
games by a recent Tiger team. There were seven nominations Johnston, William D. Matthen, bongo. In the summer of 1961, receives of a group is usually
Clemson did not penetrate made for the office of vice- E. E. Miller, Frank N. Mondell, Burnett went to Nigeria under the most lasting one. From the
Tech's territory against the president with four being select- James W. Rankin, William L. the Crossroads program and re- dress and behavior of many stuSilver, China, Watches, Diamonds
Engineers' starters.
ed in a runoff. Chosen were Sexton, David A. Stickney, and joined the group in 1963 after dents in the dining hall a visitor
serving a tour of duty in the or coed may very easily get a
Jeffery B. Weaver.
misleading impression of what
After the student senator nom- Army.
most of the Clemson students
GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
inations, Norman Pulliam, PresGil Robbins
ident of the Student Senate, Gil Robbins, hailing from really are. Most people would
invited the student nominees to Spokane, Washington, sings bass not blame the coeds for not asattend the senate meeting later and is the oldest member of the sociating with boys who will not
that evening. He congratulated group, appropriately being nick even dress properly.
those selected to run for office, named "Pop". Robbins was During the Rat Hop weekend
COLLEGE AVENUE
and expressed his belief that formerly with The Cumberland I don't believe I will bring my
those elected would do a good Three and the Belafonte Sing date to eat in the college dining
THUR. - FRI. - SAT.
'The Country Gentleman's 'Jeweler'
job i n representing Clemson ers. He also writes the group's hall. I have more respect for
College.
OCT. 3-4-5
arrangements, and is the only her than to take her where the
member who did not attend Wes- yells and chants of "rats" would
Jack Lemmon
Disappointing Turnout
leyan. Robbins majored in per- be sometimes extremely emShirley MacLans
' John Lee closed the meeting cussion, composition, and conwith these words, "I am very ducting at UCLA and went on
"IRMA
disappointed at the attendance to organize his own jazz group
tonight and I hope it is not an while in the Air Force in adLa DOUCE"
indication of the turnout at the dition to playing in, writing for,
In Color
election this coming Tuesday. and conducting Air Force bands,
for
I hope each freshman will come orchestras and choruses. He
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
out and exercise his privelege also taught music at various
Freshman President
OCT. 6-7-8
of electing his leaders."
California schools and, as a folkKirk Douglas
VOTE SECTION 1, NUMBER 2
Only six per cent of the fresh- singer, has performed in over
Mitzi Gaynor
man class were present at this one hundred concerts in the
Gig Young
meeting.
United States and Canada.
Young Republicans

Tom has received many more
letters this week than could be
printed in this issue. Tom
greatly appreciates the interest
shown by students, and the remaining letters will be published as soon as possible.

Clemson College's Young Republicans will host an "open
Ijouse" in Meeting Room 1 Monday night, October 7 at 8:00 p. m.
All persons interested in the Republican Party are invited to attend. Refreshments will be
served.
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Clemson Jewelers

Clemson Theatre

DICK MILEY
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TERRY HAWDEGAN
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Freshman President
VOTE

STANLEY VON HOFE
SECTION 1, NUMBER 4

SAM'S LUNCHETTE
"FOR AN APPETIZING SNACK"
NORTH MAIN ST. IN ANDERSON

HARPER'S 5 & 10* STORE
Complete Selection of School Supplies—
Everything Needed in Housekeeping —
Lamps, Radios, Tape Recorders —
Check With Us For All Your Needs —

RETREADS

RANTEED IN WRITING

Harper's Sells It For Less

m

invisible,
man!

It's incredible, incomparable, infallible! Code 10 for men, the newkind of hairdressing from Colgate-Palmolive. The new invisible way
to groom a man's hair all day. Non-greasy Code 10 disappears in your
hair, gives it the clean, manly look that inflames women, infuriates
inferior men. Be in.
Get the non-greasy
hairdressing,CodelO. t
It's invisible, man!

L. C. MARTIN
ALL RETREADS WITH THIS MARK
OF QUALITY GUARANTEED NATION-WIDE 12 MONTHS

THE JOHN C. CALHOUN
HOTEL
And

THE CALHOUN MOTOR
LODGE

In Color

WED., OCT. 5
George Sanders
Richard Johnson

In

"CIARO"
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
OCT. 10-11-12
Janet Leigh
Von Johnson
Shelley Winters

"WIVES AND
LOVERS"

Oconee Theatre
FRI., OCT. 5
Audie Murphy

DRUG COMPANY

Kathleen Crowley
Charles Drake

'SHOWDOWN"

Your Iffixa//^ Store

SAT. - MON. - TUES. -

COLGATE - PALMOLIVE'S

CODE 10
The Non-Greasy Hairdressing

WED.

OCT. 5 - 7 - 8 - S
Paul Newman
Melvyn Douglas
Patricia Neal
Brandon de Wilde
In

Compliments

Of

"FOR LOVE
OR MONEY"

SENECA, S. C.

Skelron Home & Auto, Inc.
DOWNTOWN CLEMSON

Thelma Rilier

HUD'

THE
SENECA
CAFE

JOHN DOZIER
for

Freshman President
VOTE SECTION 1, NUMBER 1

THURS. - FRI.
OCT. 10-11
Joanne Woodward
Richard Beymer
Caire Trevor
Carol Lynley

SPECIAL

(In The Heart Of Town)

500 SHEETS OF

Regular Meals

JAMES R. SUMPTER

SAT. - MON. - TUES. - WED.
OCT. 12-14-15-16

BLUE HORSE FILLER
PAPER-$.98

STEAKS — CHOPS

for

Operated By

Freshman Treasurer
VOTE SECTION 4, NUMBER 3

"SPENCER'S
MOUNTAIN"

IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN ANDERSON

MRS. DOROTHY S. THOMAS

'THE STRIPPER"

